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1 Overview
1.1 Empirical puzzle

Goal of talk: to address whether tensed clauses impose a locality
constraint and block non-local QR of universals, (1).

(1) [ . . . [every ] . . . embedding predicate tp[ . . . t . . . ] ].

• In the literature, variation of an indefinite is used as a way to detect
where the universal takes scope, (2)—with mixed results.

(2) [ [every ] [indefinite] embedding predicate tp[ . . . t . . . ] ].

variation with make sure: ✓; variation with claim: ✗

(3) A student made sure that every invited speaker had a ride.
✓∀ > ∃ (Farkas and Giannakidou, 1996, p. 37)

(4) A student claimed that every professor was wrong. ✗∀ > ∃

• (3) licenses a weakened reading where the student varies by
speaker—henceforth, a ‘variation reading’.

• In contrast, (4) doesn’t license a variation reading.

Empirical puzzle: variation readings are sensitive to the embedding
predicate.

• One response to predicate sensitivity: tensed clauses do not block
non-local QR per se, only for certain predicates (Barker, 2022;
Hoeks et al., 2022).

◦ make sure allows non-local QR; claim doesn’t.

⇝ Non-local QR is possible and we just need to understand why
certain embedding predicates block it.

1.2 Plan for today
• Use the proposal that variation readings underlyingly involve non-

local QR as starting point.

Step 1: show that QR cannot be the right analysis by drawing parallel
between universals and negative indefinites (w.r.t. variation).

◦ No QR ⇒ case of pseudo-scope (Fox and Sauerland, 1996).

◦ But if not QR, then what?

Step 2: argue variation readings are the indirect result of cumulative
inference by drawing parallel between variation and cumulation.

Strategy: the key to understanding variation readings is to understand
which predicates allow them.

◦ Won’t provide a complete explanation of predicate sensitivity but
take steps towards a complete understanding.
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2 QR is not viable
• First, w.r.t. variation, there is a parallel between sentences containing

embedded universals and those with negative indefinites.

• Consider the context in (5a) with the target sentence in (5b).

(5) a. [Ann, Bea and Carol were student volunteers for the open house.
There were three tours so each student volunteer was responsible
for overseeing one tour. Ann made sure that the first tour started
on time, Bea made sure that the second tour started on time and
Carol made sure that the third tour started on time.]

Ann
Bea
Carol

p1
p2
p3

Figure 1: Diagram of scenario (pi = tour i was on time).
b. A student volunteer made sure that no tour of the depart-

ment started late.

• In (5a), no particular student oversaw every tour.

Observation: In (5b), we get a similar weakened meaning when we re-
place the universal quantifier with a negative indefinite.

⇝ (5b) parallels (3) in involving variation of students by tours.

Emerging generalization: a broader pattern of variation.

◦ Despite difference in quantificational force, variation is ob-
served with universal and negative quantifiers alike.

• Sentences with negative indefinites parallel those with universals in
licensing variation, but the parallel extends further.

• Consider the context in (6a) with the target sentence in (6b).

(6) a. [Ann, Bea and Carol are teaching assistants. Before yesterday’s
class, the teacher wrote three problems and asked the three TAs to
each look over one problem. Ann claimed that the first problem was
error-free, Bea claimed that the second problem was error-free and
Carol claimed that the third problem was error-free.]

b. #A teaching assistant claimed that no problem contained er-
rors.

Observation: (6b) can only be about a particular student volunteer.

◦ In contrast to (5b), (6b) does not license variation.
⇝ Variation with negative indefinites shows same predicate sensi-

tivity.

Challenge for QR: QR can’t capture variationwith negative indefinites.

• Recall, QR approach analyzes variation reading as inverse scope.

Prediction: variation shouldn’t be availablewhen embedded quan-
tifier resists inverse scope (i.e., negative indefinite).

• If the negative indefiniteQRs to a position above the subject indefinite,
(7a), the resulting LF leads to an unattested reading, (7b).

(7) a. [no tour] λ1 [a student made sure that tp[t1 started late]]
b. ¬∃y [tour(y) ∧ ∃x[ student-vol.(x) ∧make-sure(x, p) ]

where p = λw. started-late(y)(w)
‘there is no tour y such that there is a student volunteer that
made sure y started late’.

• (7b) doesn’t derive truth conditions for a variation reading.

⇝ Right interpretation can’t be derived by QRing the negative indefi-
nite above the subject indefinite—in contrast to universal quantifier.

• We ran an acceptability rating experiment to verify the parallels be-
tween universal quantifiers and negative quantifiers.

• Rather than focusing solely on make sure and claim, we also tested:
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make sure-like predicates: 4 predicates which license variation:
prove, confirm, verify and establish

claim-like predicates: 4 predicates which don’t license variation:
confess, believe, notice and heard

• 20 participants were shown contexts where the indefinite varied, as
in (5a), and were asked to rate the target sentence on a scale from 1
(completely unnatural) to 6 (completely natural).

Condition 1: target sentence contained universal quantifier

◦ A student volunteer made sure that every tour started on time.

Condition 2: target sentence contained negative indefinite

◦ A student volunteer made sure that no tour started late.

◦ Controls involved non-varying indefinites (‘non-varying con-
text’) that referred to a single individual; results in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Left: Acceptability ratings in non-varying and varying indefinite
contexts with universal quantifier. Right: Acceptability ratings in non-varying
and varying indefinite contexts with negative quantifier.
Main observations in Figure 2:

1. variation occurs with universal and negative quantifiers:
acceptability ratings across both conditions are the same.

2. variation is predicate sensitive: in varying context, observe higher
acceptability of variation readings formake sure-like predicates (red
bars) compared to claim-like predicates (blue bars).

⇝ Whatever is used to analyze variation with a universal quantifier
should also extend to variation with a negative quantifier.

• If variation readings don’t involve QR, what is the alternative?

• Tounderstandwhat underlies these variation readings, we need a bet-
ter understanding of make sure-like predicates.

◦ What property of make sure-like predicates enables variation?

3 The cumulation-variation correspondence
• Now let’s focus on the matrix subject position.

Manipulation: change the indefinite subject to a plural subject.

Observation: same predicate sensitivity as variation readings.

◦ Illustrated in (8) and (9), with claim and make sure.

(8) a. [Ann claimed that speaker 1 and speaker 2 were wrong; but not
speaker 3 and speaker 4. Bea claimed that speaker 3 and speaker 4
were wrong; but not speaker 1 and speaker 2.]

Ann

Bea

p1
p2

p3

p4

Figure 3: Diagram for (8) (pi = speaker i was wrong).
b. Ann and Bea claimed that every speaker was wrong. ✗

(9) a. [Ann made sure that speaker 1 and speaker 2 had a ride; but not
speaker 3 and speaker 4. Bea made sure that speaker 3 and speaker
4 had a ride; but not speaker 1 and speaker 2.]
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Ann

Bea

p1
p2

p3

p4

Figure 4: Diagram for (9) (pi = speaker i had a ride).

b. Ann and Bea made sure that every speaker had a ride. ✓

Prediction: cumulation should show higher acceptability with make
sure-like predicates than with claim-like predicates.

Why? These phenomena are correlated, so an embedding predi-
cate should license both variation and cumulation, or neither.

• We tested this through another acceptability rating task where partic-
ipants were shown cumulative scenarios with target sentences con-
taining plural subjects (e.g., conjoined proper nouns).

◦ Controls involved non-conjoined subjects that simply referred to
a single individual (‘non-conjoined subject’ in Figure 5).

◦ Sample context and target sentence is provided in (10) (others are
provided in the Appendix); the results are shown in Figure 5.

(10) conjoined subject context
a. [Before yesterday’s class, there were four problems to look over.

Ann made sure that the first and second problems were error-free,
but didn’t take a look at the third and fourth problems. Bea made
sure that the third and fourth problems were error-free, but didn’t
look at the first and second problems.]

b. Ann and Bea made sure that every problem was error-free.

The main observation in Figure 5: cumulationwith conjoined subjects
is rated significantly higher with make sure-like predicates (red
bars) compared to claim-like predicates (blue bars).

⇝ Cumulation/variation show the same pattern w.r.t. make sure-like
and claim-like predicates, suggesting the generalization in (11):
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Figure 5: Acceptability ratings for cumulation.

(11) the cumulation-variation correspondence
A clause embedding predicate will license variation read-
ings (i.e. apparent wide scope of a universal) whenever the
predicate licenses cumulation.

Takeaway from experiments: tensed clauses are scope islands for QR
after all; apparentwide scope is an illusion, derived via cumulation.

⇝ predicate-dependence of variation readings is a consequence of
the fact that cumulation is predicate-dependent.

Taking stock: cumulation and variation involve the same mechanism.

◦ We have a way of analyzing the examples involving conjoined
subjects: cumulative inferences (Harada, 2022).

◦ We can then apply these cumulative inferences to the case of vari-
ation readings.

4 Cumulative inferences
• Drawing on inferential source analyses of cumulativity (Kratzer,

2002; Pasternak, 2018), Harada (2022) analyzes cumulativity across
a tensed clause boundary using cumulative inferences.
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◦ Certain predicates, likemake sure, license an inferencewhich com-
bines the contributions of each member of the matrix subject

⇒ as a result, embedded proposition is true.

Illustration: Consider the above example, repeated in (12), to outline
the truth conditions arising from cumulative inferences, as in (12c).

(12) a. [Ann made sure that speaker 1 and speaker 2 had a ride; but not
speaker 3 and speaker 4. Bea made sure that speaker 3 and speaker
4 had a ride; but not speaker 1 and speaker 2.]

Ann

Bea

p1
p2

p3

p4

Figure 6: Diagram of scenario (pi = speaker i had a ride).
b. Ann and Bea made sure that every speaker had a ride.
c. make-sure(ann, {p1, p2}) ∧ make-sure(bea, {p3, p4}) →

make-sure({ann, bea}, p∀) (p∀ = p1 ∧ p2 ∧ p3 ∧ p4)

• In (12), the contributions of Ann and Bea are cumulated together so
that a conjunction of propositions holds: p1 ∧ p2 ∧ p3 ∧ p4.

• Conjunction of propositions is contextually equivalent to the propo-
sition every speaker had a ride (p∀); we get the inference in (12c).

⇝ Ann and Bea, between them, made sure that every speaker had
a ride.

• Cumulative inferences are different than prototypical cumulativity
involving relational plurals (Kroch, 1974; Langendoen, 1978; Scha,
1984; Beck and Sauerland, 2000):

◦ Prototypical cumulativity involves two plurals, X and Y, and a
relation, R, that holds between the members of these plurals.

• Crucially, cumulative inferences don’t require two plurals. Instead
they make reference to the embedded proposition as a whole.1

Cumulative inferences
⇒ we haveXmade sure that p, where p is an unanalyzed proposition

that is brought about by members of the plurality, X .

Accounting for the broader pattern of variation: The fact that varia-
tion readings are possible with negative quantifiers is expected un-
der the cumulative inference story.

◦ This is because the embedded quantifier is, in a sense, inert.
◦ Doesn’t matter if the embedded proposition contains a universal

or negative quantifier, as long as the proposition is true.

◦ Using cumulative inferences, we can now analyze variation readings
with singular indefinite subjects.

5 Locating the plurality
• As we’ve seen, cumulative inferences crucially involve a plurality in

the subject position to cumulate over.

• If variation readings are cumulative inferences in disguise, then:

1This can be illustrated by replacing the universal quantifier with a singular definite,
as in (1) (Harada, 2022, Ch.2).

(1) a. [The ramen recipe is comprised of two parts: the noodle recipe and the broth recipe.
Boy 1 proved that the noodle recipe is flawless. Boy 2 proved that the broth recipe is
flawless.]

b. The two boys proved that the ramen recipe is flawless.
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Question: Where does the subject plurality come from with the
singular indefinite?

Proposed answer: Contrary to appearances, variation readings ac-
tually involve a hidden plurality in the subject position.

• In this section, I outline one way to make sense of this.

• I propose that the singular indefinite is interpreted as a free variable
ranging over (partial) functions from events to individuals.

◦ Variation is contextually available insofar as the context intro-
duces a set of events relating students to speakers, as in (13a).

◦ A plurality is then retrieved by collecting together the students
from each event, as in (13c).

(13) a. [There are three invited speakers. Student 1 made sure speaker 1
had a ride; student 2 made sure speaker 2 had a ride; student 3
made sure speaker 3 had ride.]

f(E)={s1,s2,s3} p∀=p1∧p2∧p3

f(e1)=s1
f(e2)=s2
f(e3)=s3

p1
p2
p3

Figure 7: Diagram of scenario (pi = speaker i had a ride).

b. A student made sure that every invited speaker had a ride.
c. [∃e1[f(e1) = s1 ∧make-sure(f(e1), p1)] ∧

∃e2[f(e2) = s2 ∧make-sure(f(e2), p2)] ∧
∃e3[f(e3) = s3 ∧make-sure(f(e3), p3)]]→
∃E [make-sure(f(E), p∀)]
(where E = {e1, e2, e3})

• In (13c), there are three different events (e1, e2 and e3) which com-
prise the set E.

◦ For each event, the function f maps it to a different student.
◦ The students are then collected together into a plurality and we

get a plural subject, f(E).

• The cumulative inference goes through because the predicate make
sure allows us to cumulate different events together.

⇒ The cumulative inference effectively combines the contribution of
each witness of the indefinite.

• No cumulative inference with claim-like predicate because it doesn’t
allow collecting the individual from each event into a plurality.

Recall: claims are not things that can be cumulated together.

6 Concluding Remarks
Takehome message: Apparent inverse scope out of a tensed clause is

not due to an exceptional scope shifting mechanism, like QR, but
the indirect result of a cumulative inference.

• One final observation which supports the conclusion that tensed
clauses are scope islands for QR.

• We have been using variation of the indefinite as a means of detecting
where the universal takes scope.

Alternative diagnostic for non-local QR: assessing the relative scope
of the universal and the embedding predicate directly, (14).

(14) [ . . . [every ] . . . embedding predicate tp[ . . . t . . . ] ].

• To sharpen intuitions, use an embedding predicate with existential
quantificational force.

• First, consider (15).

(15) [Scenario: there can only be one winner.]
For every runner, I consider it possible that they will win.
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• (15) licenses a readingwhich is compatiblewith the scenario and con-
veys that each runner has a chance of winning.

• Now consider (16).

(16) [Scenario: there can only be one winner.]
#I consider it possible that every runner will win.

• Two possible readings of (16):

Surface: ‘I consider it possible that all the runners will win’
⇝ incompatible with the scenario.

Inverse: ‘For each runner x, I consider it possible that x will win’
⇝ compatible with the scenario and corresponds to (15)

• If non-local QR is available, the inverse scope reading should be avail-
able for (16).

• The sentence is infelicitous, so inverse scope reading is not available.

⇝ Explained by the conclusion that tensed clauses are scope islands for
QR after all.

• By connecting variation and cumulation, we have a path towards a
more complete understanding of the initial empirical puzzle con-
cerning predicate sensitivity.

Next steps
1. What is it aboutmake sure-like predicates that licenses cumula-

tive inferences?

2. Is this a truly lexical phenomenon or can contextual factors also
license cumulation/variation with claim-like predicates?
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Appendix: sample stimuli
Variation readings stimuli: Figure 2
Universal quantifier stimuli
• ’non-varying context’ condition for make sure-like predicates corre-

sponds to (17).

• ’non-varying context’ condition for claim-like predicates corresponds
to (18).

• ’varying context’ condition for make sure-like predicates corresponds
to (19).

• ’varying context’ condition for claim-like predicates corresponds to
(20).

(17) non-varying indefinite context
a. [Ann is a teaching assistant. During last week’s class, the teacher

assigned three problems. Before assigning the problems, the teacher
asked Ann to look them over. Ann made sure that all the problems
contained no errors.]

b. A teaching assistant made sure that every problem was
error-free.

(18) non-varying indefinite context
a. [Bea is a teaching assistant. During last week’s class, the teacher

assigned three problems. Before assigning the problems, the teacher
asked Bea to look them over. After reviewing the problems, Bea
claimed that all the problems contained errors.]
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b. A teaching assistant claimed that every problem contained
errors.

(19) varying indefinite context
a. [Ann, Bea and Carol are teaching assistants. During last week’s

class, the teacher assigned three problems. Before assigning the
problems, the teacher wanted the teaching assistants to review the
problems. So she asked the three teaching assistants to each look
over one problem. Ann made sure that the first problem was error-
free, Bea made sure that the second problem was error-free and
Carol made sure that the third problem was error-free.]

b. A teaching assistant made sure that every problem was
error-free.

(20) varying indefinite context
a. [Ann, Bea and Carol are teaching assistants. During last week’s

class, the teacher assigned three problems. Before assigning the
problems, the teacher wanted the teaching assistants to look over
the problems. So she asked the three teaching assistants to each
look over one problem. After doing so, Ann claimed that the first
problem contained errors, Bea claimed that the second problem con-
tained errors and Carol claimed that the third problem contained
errors.]

b. A teaching assistant claimed that every problem contained
errors.

Negative indefinite stimuli
• ’non-varying context’ condition for make sure-like predicates corre-

sponds to (21).

• ’non-varying context’ condition for claim-like predicates corresponds
to (22).

• ’varying context’ condition for make sure-like predicates corresponds
to (23).

• ’varying context’ condition for claim-like predicates corresponds to
(24).

(21) non-varying indefinite context
a. [Ann is a teaching assistant. During last week’s class, the teacher

assigned three problems. Before assigning the problems, the teacher
asked Ann to look them over. Ann made sure that all the problems
contained no errors.]

b. A teaching assistant made sure that no problem contained
errors.

(22) non-varying indefinite context
a. [Bea is a teaching assistant. During last week’s class, the teacher

assigned three problems. Before assigning the problems, the teacher
asked Bea to look them over. After reviewing the problems, Bea
claimed that all the problems were error-free.]

b. A teaching assistant claimed that no problem contained er-
rors.

(23) varying indefinite context
a. [Ann, Bea and Carol are teaching assistants. During last week’s

class, the teacher assigned three problems. Before assigning the
problems, the teacher wanted the teaching assistants to review the
problems. So she asked the three teaching assistants to each look
over one problem. Ann made sure that the first problem was error-
free, Bea made sure that the second problem was error-free and
Carol made sure that the third problem was error-free.]

b. A teaching assistant made sure that no problem contained
errors.

(24) varying indefinite context
a. [Ann, Bea and Carol are teaching assistants. During last week’s

class, the teacher assigned three problems. Before assigning the
problems, the teacher wanted the teaching assistants to review the
problems. So she asked the three teaching assistants to each look
over one problem. After doing so, Ann claimed that the first prob-
lem was error-free, Bea claimed that the second problem was error-
free and Carol claimed that the third problem was error-free.]

b. A teaching assistant claimed that no problem contained er-
rors.
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Cumulation stimuli: Figure 5
• ’non-conjoined subject’ condition for make sure-like predicates corre-

sponds to (25).

• ’non-conjoined subject’ condition for claim-like predicates corre-
sponds to (26).

• ’conjoined subject’ condition for make sure-like predicates corre-
sponds to (27).

• ’conjoined subject’ condition for claim-like predicates corresponds to
(28).

(25) non-conjoined subject context
a. [During last week’s class, the teacher assigned four problems. Be-

fore assigning the problems, the teacher asked Ann to look them
over. Ann made sure that all the problems contained no errors.]

b. Ann made sure that every problem was error-free.

(26) non-conjoined subject context
a. [During last week’s class, the teacher assigned four problems. Be-

fore assigning the problems, the teacher asked Bea to look them over.
After reviewing the problems, Bea claimed that all the problems
contained errors.]

b. Bea claimed that every problem contained errors.

(27) conjoined subject context
a. [During last week’s class, the teacher assigned four problems. Be-

fore assigning the problems, the teacher asked Ann and Bea to look
the problems over. Ann made sure that the first and second prob-
lems were error-free, but didn’t take a look at the third and fourth
problems. Bea made sure that the third and fourth problems were
error-free, but didn’t look at the first and second problems.]

b. Ann and Bea made sure that every problem was error-free.

(28) conjoined subject context
a. [During last week’s class, the teacher assigned four problems. Be-

fore assigning the problems, the teacher asked Ann and Bea to look

the problems over. After reviewing the problems, Ann claimed that
the first and second problems contained errors, but didn’t notice
any issues with the third and fourth problems. Bea claimed that
the third and fourth problems contained errors, but didn’t notice
any issues with the first and second problems.]

b. Ann and Bea claimed that every problem contained errors.
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